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every way a 'brighter* paper. The mere look of the page was
cheering, when the number of separate items, headings, and
paragraphs on it was so much increased, and one gathered a far
larger collection of stories by reading far fewer words. But the
change had also a disadvantage; which may be expressed by
saying that the old method served up its news raw, while the
new one served it cooked. Cooking never makes news truer; and
whereas hitherto the reader had been given the facts and only told
what to think of them in the leading articles, now it was sought to
create his opinion by doctoring the facts before they reached
him. It is perhaps not easy for readers of the present day, brought
up under this system, to realize what a profound innovation
it was.
But indeed the whole attitude towards the reader was trans-
formed. The old idea assumed that he was a critical politician,
who watched events and would resent the paper's missing any
serious news-item. All such items were therefore carefully given;
and if none of them happened to be very 'bright' that was the
affair of Providence, and must be accepted like rain or sun. The
new idea assumed a mass of readers, whose interest in politics was
slight, whose memories were short, who would never know or care
if half the serious news were left out, but who day by day de-
manded bright stories to tickle their imaginations and to talk
about. To report parliament at length, or even to report it fairly
at all, was to bore and estrange them.1 But what they asked, they
must have; and if Providence did not supply exciting news, the
office must not fail to make some. Hence the device of 'stunts*;
about which the chief thing to note is that, though they often took
the form of advocating some cause, it was seldom on its merits
that the cause was espoused, but for its effect on circulation.
Many of them were quite trivial; but others had far-reaching
effects. For instance, it was a maxim with Alfred Harmsworth
that readers liked ca good hate*. One way to satisfy this was
by exciting violent xenophobia against a particular nation; and
this he did—in the nineteenth century against France, in the
twentieth against Germany. Again, he realized from the start
the circulation-raising properties of war. Already in 1898 the
Daily Mail ran up its sales by it£ stories of Kitchener's Omdur-
1 Few features in the new journalism were to prove of deeper political import
than it's abandonment of the practice, till then universal, of reporting parliament.
More than anything else, it dethroned the house of commons.

